Frequency modulation coherence was investigated as a possible cue for the perceptual segregation of concurrent sound sources. Synthesized chords of 2-s duration and comprising six permutations of three sung vowels (/a/,/i/,/o/) at three fundamental frequencies ( 130.8,
INTRODUCTION
An important experimental problem for hearing science is to determine the acoustic cues used in perceptual segregation of different sound sources. A situation often confronting the human auditory system is to listen to several sound sources at once and to try to extract the meaning of one of them. As it performs its limited frequency and temporal analysis, the system must decide which components belong to which source. Any two frequency components may or may not derive from the same source. Decoding a speech signal in the presence of other signals, for example, involves selecting among the components that are present and grouping some of them to define a voice. If all of the sounds present in the environment were to fuse together into a whole, the qualities of the original vocal source would be lost. If they could be perceptually segregated, however, the vocal source could then be independently recognized and understood. A. Perceptual grouping Bregman (1978) has proposed that sound qualities (such as musical timbre and vowel timbre) are group properties that emerge only when the appropriate components are perceptually fused together. This hypothesis is supported by evidence for auditory grouping mechanisms that evaluate onset and offset synchrony, harmonicity, or spatial location (Darwin and Bethell-Fox, 1977; Bregman and Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring and Bregman, 1978; when different in pitch. Scheffers (1983a) found that source separability (judged by vowel identification) improved up to a difference of 6% in F o, but did not improve beyond that. Brokx and Nooteboom (1982) found improvement (judged by errors in reproduction of vocal utterances) up to an 18% difference. Darwin (1981) , Scheffers (1983a) , and Weintraub (1985) have proposed that pitch (or harmonicity) may be used in these cases. According to Scheffers, the listener can apparently group those formants within which the harmonics belong to the same Fo or decide that separate formants with harmonics not related to the same F o belong to another vowel.
Other research has found that changes in the onset synchrony or static mistuning of a partial can have a strong effect on perceived phoneme boundaries, this effect being correlated with perceptual grouping (Darwin, 1981 ; Darwin and Sutherland, 1984; Darwin and Gardner, 1986 ). In the context of the present study, another possible cue for source segregation will be considered: frequency modulation coherence among components.
B. Frequency modulation coherence
All natural, sustained-vibration sounds contain smallbandwidth random fluctuations in the frequencies of their components. These have been found for voice (Lieberman, There has not been much research directed toward determining the relative coherence of modulations among partials. However, studies by Charbonneau ( 1981 ) have shown that, when the slightly different modulation functions of partials in instrument tones are all replaced by the same modulation function (e.g., the one extracted from the fundamental frequency), the difference is undetectable by human listeners. One may conclude that the auditory system is insensitive to the small degree of incoherence that/s present in the natural jitter of harmonics in instrument tones. Brokx and Nooteboom (1982) found that subjects were better able to understand and reproduce a speech stream heard in the presence of another, competing speech stream when real monotone voices were used than when the voices were resynthesized with perfectly steady frequencies. They found no difference in performance between reproductions of real voices spoken either in monotone fashion or with normal intonation. It is possible that, among other dynamic factors, the natural jitter present in these voices aids in fusing the image and in distinguishing it from the competing speech stream.
Preliminary work [MeAdams 1982 [MeAdams , 1984b (Chaps. 2-3, Appendix F) ] has suggested that applying different modulation waveforms coherently to separate subgroups of components that arc embedded in a complex spectrum rcsults in changes in the number of reported sources and in the noticeable pitches and timbres present in a complex tone. "Coherence" is achieved by maintaining constant frequency ratios among the frequency components. Both harmonic and inharmonic stimuli are perceived as more fused when subjected to coherent modulation, which provides evidence that ratio-preserving FM may be one of those "circumstances which assist us first in separating the musical tones arising from different sources, and secondly, in keeping together [ There'is additional evidence of the contribution of frequency modulation incoherence to source separation. Rasch (1978) presented listeners with two simultaneous harmonic complexes with different Fo's. The level of the higher complex was adjusted to determine the threshold at which it was masked by the lower complex. The lower complex was never modulated. When the higher complex had a 5-Hz, 4% vibrate imposed on it, its masked threshold was 17.5 dB below the threshold obtained when it was not modulated. Thus the difference in frequency modulation behavior helped separate the two sources. This type of paradigm most likely touches upon aspects of source separation that are more closely tied to peripheral auditory mechanisms than to more central organization processes but indicates that dynamic stimuli are less easily masked than steady ones.
The research cited above suggests that frequency modulation coherence may play a role in the perceptual segregation of sound sources. To test this hypothesis, stimuli were constructed with three simultaneous sung vowels at different pitches in a chord. In some cases, the frequency components of single vowels were frequency modulated against a background (made up of the other two vowels) that was itself either steady or modulated. In other cases, either no vowels were modulated or all vowels were modulated coherently (i.e., with identical modulation waveforms maintaining ratio relations among all frequencies). The separation of the Fo's of the sources as well as their harmonic coincidence (spectral overlap) was held constant. Subjects were to judge the prominence of each vowel in the complex under these various conditions. One would expect that, when no vowels were modulated, it would be difficult to separate them and that the judged prominence would be low. In this condition the effect of masking and spectral overlap between the vowels would be the limiting factor in source identification. Similaxly, when all vowels were modulated coherently in frequency, it should also be difficult to separate them. Finally, one would expect that, when a vowel was modulated independently of the others, its components would be more easily separated from the background into a distinct source image which would subsequently be judged as more prominent.
I. PRETEST
Before sense could be made out of judgments of the prominence of synthetic vowels embedded in a complex spectrum, it had to be ascertained that the component vowels were identifiable in isolation. This pretest also allowed subjects to have prior experience with the synthetic stimuli that were to be identified under more difficult circumstances later.
A. Stimuli
Stimuli were synthesized at a sampling rate of 16 kHz in 32-bit floating point format on a DEC10 mainframe computer and then stored in 16-bit integer format. They were transferred to a PDP 11/34 minicomputer with Tim Orr 16-bit DACs and an 8-kHz, --96-dB/oct, low-pass filter for the experiment. Tones were 2 s in duration with 150-ms linear attack and decay ramps. The three vowels/a/,/i/, and /o/were used. Since the subjects were to be drawn from a multilingual pool, it was felt that these vowels were the closest to being common across languages. They are also quite common in the Western classical singing repetoire. In addition, these vowels are well separated in the classical "vowel space" that plots first-formant frequency (related to the closedness or openness of the mouth) versus second-formant frequency (related to the position of the tongue controlling the size of the mouth cavity).
• The vowels were derived from a male singing voice and synthesized by the computer program CHANT according to a time-domain formant-wavefunction synthesis algorithm developed by Rodet (1980 (Rodet, 1982) . The compound modulation (vibrato plus jitter) was scaled over time, beginning with no modulation for the first 300 ms, followed by a linear growth to maximum modulation width at 700 ms, and a constant modulation width for the remainder of the stimulus duration. In preliminary explorations, the scaling over time of the vibrato was found to enhance the effect of vibrato on vowel prominence. The levels of the stimuli were adjusted for equal loudness by the experimenter. The presence of modulation had very littie effect on the perceived loudness, 2 modulated vowels were attenuated 0.4 dB on the average in relation to the unmodulated vowels. However, adjustments in level on the order of 2 dB were sometimes necessary to equalize the loudness at different pitches of a giyen vowel. On the average (across pitches),/a/stimuli were attenuated 3.8 dB and/i/ stimuli 4.4 dB relative to/o/stimuli (see Table I 
B. Method and results
Stimuli were presented diotica!ly, routed from the DACs through a Neeve professional mixing console to a Revox A740 stereo power amplifier, and then to AKG K242 earphones. The experiment took place in an acoustically treated sound studio. Each of the 18 stimuli (three vowels X three pitches X two modulation conditions: with and without) was presented five times in a randomized block to each subject. The subject's task was to identify the sound as/a/, / i/, or/o/and to flip one of the three switches accordingly. All subjects identified all vowels with perfect accuracy regardless of pitch and presence or absence of modulation. Some subjects felt the sounds labeled as/o/were closer to / u/. They were told that these sounds were to be considered as /o/in the main experiment. Table  II . In each cell, the modulation specifications for each vowel (regardless of pitch position) are shown. Table II represent two independent modulation functions. Mod 1 was as described for the pretest with a 5.1-Hz, 2.1% rms vibrato and a 1.6% rms jitter.
Modl and Mod2 in
Mod2 had a 6.3-Hz, 2. I% rms vibrato and an independent 1.6% rms jitter. The two jitter waveforms had similar statistical characteristics (spectrum and amplitude probability density function), but were uncorrelated. With ground = Gsteady and figure = Nofig, no vowels were modulated. For the other Gsteady conditions, only one vowel was modulated with Mod 1. In the Nofig/Gmod conditions, all vowels were modulated coherently with Mod2, thus maintaining the frequency ratios among all of the partials in the complex. In the other Grnod conditions, the vowel chosen as figure was modulated with Modl independently of the other two, which were modulated with Mod2. The two ground conditions were included to investigate the following: (1) comparison between conditions where no vowels were modulated and where all were modulated coherently (Nofig/ Gsteady vs Nofig/Grnod): Is a target source perceived differently in a coherently moving ground (Gmod) compared to a nonmoving ground (Gsteady)? (2) comparisons between conditions where a vowel figure was modulated against a steady ground and those where it was modulated independently of a moving ground (,4fig/Gsteady, lfig/Gsteady, Ofig/Gsteady vs Afig/Grnod, lfig/Gtnod, Ofig/Gtnod, respectively): Does the modulation state of the ground (Gsteady or Grnod) affect the prominence of the figure?
One would expect that it would be difficult to hear out any vowels that are spectrally obscured in conditions Nofig/ Gsteady and Nofig/Gtnod, and that judgments of salience or prominence of these vowels would be low. Any difference between these two conditions would most likely be attributable to the reduction in ambiguity of the spectral forms provided by the coupled amplitude and frequency modulations. For conditions ,•fig, Ofig, or lfig, a significant increase in the salience judgment for that particular vowel was expected, whereas less increase was expected for the two vowels that made up the ground.
B. Method
Stimuli were presented at approximately 75 dBA in the same situation described for the pretest. Ten subjects with four different native tongues (English, French, Finnish, and Rumanian) were run in the experiment and were paid for their participation. All subjects were fluent in at least two languages with English as either a first or second language. Experimental instructions were given in either French (five subjects) or English (five subjects) according to the wish of the subject. Five subjects were highly trained musicians and five subjects reported having no formal training in music, though one considered himself an accomplished amateur pianist. All subjects reported having no hearing problems. Each of the 48 stimuli (six permutations X four figure conditions X two ground conditions) was presented five times in a randomized block design. Each diotic stimulus was presented once before any stimulus was repeated. A trial consisted of a single chord presented repeatedly. The subjects were allowed to listen to the chord as long as necessary to make the judgments. The subject was informed that a complex tone would be heard with three pitches in a chord and that any or all or none of the sounds at these pitches might be the vowels/a/,/i/, or/o/as heard in the pretest. The task was to adjust a sliding potentiometer to indicate on a linear scale the degree of salience or prominence of a given vowel, or the certainty that the given vowel was present. or that the subject was "perfectly certain" that the vowel was present. This position was coded with a value of 1.0 in the data. The bottom position, encoded as 0.0, indicated "not at all prominent," or "perfectly certain" that the vowel was not present. The subjects were advised to use the following strategy in order to make the judgments quickly: (a) Focus on one vowel at a time and try to hear out that vowel at the different pitches (the clarity of these Pitches depended strongly on the modulation context); [2) judge that vowel's prominence; and then (3) focus on the next vowel, and so on. This procedure ensured that the subject was listening for, and trying to hear, the vowel currently being judged. Once all three judgments were made, a switch was closed by the subject. At this point, the stimulus presentation ceased and the positions of the sliders were registered. The same switch was opened again for presentation of the next trial. The experimental session lasted 100-150 min depending on the self-pacing of the subject. Subjects were allowed to take breaks as they wished between trials in order to avoid fatigue and flagging concentration.
C. Results
The values of the five judgments for each stimulus were averaged for each subject and these mean prominence ratings wei•e used as data for further analysis. The intrasubject variability, while relatively high, is consistent across sub-. jeers. The average standard deviation is about 0.18 and the average standard error is about 0.013. However, subjects The means of the normalized data are plotted in Fig. 2. 3 It is important to remember in examining and interpreting these results that the data represent judgments made on a complex sound with all three vowels present while focusing on a single vowel at a time (the "target" vowel).
Analysis of variance
To test the main factors of the experimental design, three-way analyses of variance (figure X permutation X ground) were performed on the normalized data_ for each target vowel separately. The results are listed in Table IlL The main effects of figure modulation state (Nofig, •4fig, lfig, Ofig), permutation (aoi, ale, oai, oia, iao, lea), and ground modulation state (Gsteady, Gmod) are highly significant for all three vowels. For figure modulation, prominence ratings tend to increase when the target vowel is the figure compared to when it is not, but this is only true in Gsteady conditions. Prominence ratings are generally higher for a given target vowel in all Gmod conditions, though this is not the case in comparisons between Gsteady and Gmod conditions where the target vowel is the figure. Such conditions tend to have similar prominence ratings. The two effects just.mentioned give rise to the significant ground main effect and the figure X ground interactions for all three target vowels which suggest that prominence ratings increase whenever the target is modulated, whether it is in the figure or in the ground. As for the permutation main effect, the differences among the chord permutations are similar for / a/and/o/, but quite different for/i/. For both of the former vowels, there is a slight tendency for decreased prominence ratings at higher Fo's of the target vowel than at lower ones. For/i/judgments, the reverse tendency is seen. These trends are complicated in all cases by some unsystematic effects of the permutation of the nontarget vowels.
Although the three-way interaction was not significant for any of the three vowels, two-way interaction effects varied considerably. All three two-way interactions were significant for/a/judgments, the figure • ground interaction was just barely significant for/i/, and the figure • ground and permutation • .ground interactions were significant for /o/. Most of these effects seem to be primarily due to two factors: ( 1 ) Prominence judgments increase independently of whether the target vowel is the figure or part of the ground, and (2) prominence judgments change with the pitch of the target vowel in a way that interacts with its modulation state. These results thus suggest a regrouping of the data by modulation state and pitch of the target vowel.
Before performing this regrouping, however, it should be ascertained for the groups of conditions which are to be regrouped that ( 1 ) there e•ist no differences among the conditions with the same modulation state, and (2) •here exist no differences among different nontarget vowel permutations.
Comparisons among conditions with the same modulatio• state of the target vowel
In examining the data collapsed across permutations for each vowel (Fig. 3) , it appears that increased prominence due to modulation of the target vowel is independent of whether the vowel is the " figure" 
Regrouping the data and reanalysis
The relative insignificance of these two types of comparison (effect of nontarget modulation states and ofnontar- The pooled data for each target vowel were submitted to separate two-way analyses ofvariance with factors pitch and modulation state of the target vowel. The results are listed in Table. VI. Both main effects are highly significant statistically for all three target vowels. The pitch X modulation interaction is significant for/a/and/i/judgments.
Effect of the modulatkm state of the target vowel
The significant main effect of modulation state reflects the fact that in every case the mean normalized prominence rating of a modulated target vowel was greater than that for a similar unmodulated target. The effect of modulating the target vowel was to increase significantly its prominence in a comple.x spectral background whether that background was steady or modulated. This increase also occurred indepen- The spread of spectral energy (and thus presumed maskability) is quite different for each vowel, with/a/having the least spread followed by/o/and then/i/whose energy is very widely distributed across the 4-kHz range. It should be recalled that these vowels were matched for equal loudness in isolation. Therefore, it is likely that the major differences between the three vowels can be attributed to masking effects.
Z Summary of main results
The results of this experiment may be summarized as follows. (1 
IlL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Some of these results are surprising, given the a priori assumptions, and several issues are brought into question.
A. Modulation of target vowels and coherence with nontargets
The data indicate quite clearly that, when a target vowel is modulated, its judged prominence increases significantly compared to when it is not modulated, contrary to an interpretation accorded to these results by Gardner and Darwin ( 1986, p. 183). One might conclude from this that some cue or cues associated with the coherent frequency modulation of a harmonic series can be used for grouping decisions. It is certainly true that coherence is maintained among the harmonics of a given vowel when it is modulated. However, the had little or no effect. This result (though derived from a very different task) is concordant with that of Gardner and Darwin (1986) who found that modulating a single harmonic incoherently with respect to the rest of the harmonic complex forming a vowel spectrum did not prevent that partial from contributing to the vowel identity (as measured by a change in phoneme boundary between two vowels). If the partial did not fuse with the complex due to its incoherent modulation, one would expect that it would be less likely to contribute to the spectral envelope used to identify the vowel. In the present study, if coherent frequency modulation alone were responsible for grouping, we would have expected vowels modulated coherently with respect to one another to be more difficult to segregate perceptually, resulting in lower prominence judgments. The fact that coherent modulation across source subgroups does not reduce separation with these stimuli suggests to the contrary that some other factor associated with frequency modulation is playing a strong role. The simple presence of modulation would thus seem to increase the subjective prominence of embedded vowels.
A remark on the size of the effect of modulation is pertinent at this point. While the effect of modulation is highly significant statistically, the difference in the means of pooled data between modulated and unmodulated target vowels is relatively small. The mean difference between Unmod and Mod conditions in Table V In summary, the judged prominence of a given target vowel would seem to be independent of the specific pitch or modulation state of the other vowels, as well as of the prominence judgments made on those vowels. The presence or absence of modulation on masking (nontarget) vowels would not appear to have any effect on their masking potential as judged by these prominence ratings.
C. Informal reports on the perceived pitch of the vowels
There is another cue that may play a role in source perception when it is coupled with frequency modulation: the harmonicity of the frequency components of each vowel. Of interest here is the possibility that the harmonicity of a subset of partials may be a cue for separating it from the rest of the spectrum. There is some suggestion in the musical work of Chowning (1980) and McNabb (1981) that coherent, subaudio frequency modulation increases the apparent fusion and naturalness of synthetic voice and instrument sounds. It seems possible that for a sensory system which most often processes dynamic, rather than steady-state, signals, a coherently modulated harmonic series may be somehow less ambiguously harmonic (or less ambiguously a harmonic group) than a steady-state harmonic series. This possibility was lent informal support in the present experiment by reports of some musical subjects that there was a vast difference between the various stimuli with respect to the pitches perceived. They were told to expect three pitches (there were, in fact, three harmonic series), but reported sometimes hearing four to six pitches. In verifying this with different sets of highly trained musical subjects and a subset of the stimuli, it appeared that pitch ambiguity occurred most often where two or three of the vowels were steady.
When all vowels were modulated, subjects reported that the three pitches were more clear and unequivocal.
Modern pitch theories would all have us believe (and our ears usually agree in the right context) that the most unambiguous or unequivocal pitch sensation in complex tones is perceived with a harmonic series. If FM coupled with a harmonic series reduced the ambiguity as to whether any subgroup was or was not harmonic (perhaps by reducing the possibility of analytic listening), we would expect a decrease in ambiguity of pitch perception. Several authors have noted that the virtual pitches of certain stimuli with little or no energy at the F o are better heard when the complex is modulated coherently than when it is stable (Thurlow and Small, 1955; Plomp, 1976) . That such appears to be the case in the present study as well supports the hypothesis that perception of at least some (not specifically vocal) source qualities is dependent on the properties of the ensemble of elements collected as a group. These phenomena, while admittedly informally reported, may suggest that the effect of modulation is not limited to increasing the prominence of vowel phonemes, but can have an influence on pitch prominence as well.
D. Summary
In summary, we may conclude that factors associated with frequency modulation serve to increase the perceived prominence of vowels embedded among other vowels, but that this is independent of the coherence of the modulation of the different vowels. It is an open question of whether the harmonicity of the vowel spectra plays a role, though informal judgments on the pitch content of the multiple source stimuli indicate that dynamic harmonic spectra give less equivocal pitch percepts when several harmonic series are present than is the case for unmodulated spectra with identical frequency content. A system biased toward the processing of dynamic stimulus structures may consider a coherently modulated harmonic series as less ambiguously harmonic than one that is unmodulated. Aside from dynamic harmonicity as a possible grouping cue that may allow the vowel identification after grouping, it seems equally possible that, for the stimuli reported in this study, modulation provides some as yet unspecified cues to special speech phoneme recognition mechanisms independently of grouping criteria. The data on this question remain, on the whole, ambiguous.
It is difficult to determine from this experimental design the extent to which each of the factors of coherent FM, spectral envelope, and harmonicity contribute separately to source image formation and separation. For the stimuli used in this experiment, the subgroups of components on which all three cues converge are the three individual vowel spectra. For example, even when all three vowels are coherently modulated together, the whole ensemble is inharmonic and may be decomposed into three harmonic series. Also, there are incompatibilities in the amplitude modulation patterns of adjacent partials belonging to separate vowels that arise as each partial follows its own spectal envelope. Within each vowel there is harmonicity and coherence of frequency modulation under a single, constant, familiar spectral structure. The coupling of frequency and amplitude modulation in the tracing of a spectral envelope has been shown to be useful to subjects in the discrimination and identification of multiformant stimuli (MeAdams and Rodet, 1988).
One useful test would be to uncouple the spectral envelope tracing from the frequency modulaton, by using an additive synthesis algorithm in which FM and AM can be controlled separately. In such a case, particularly with coherent modulation of all three vowels, one would expect vowel prominence to be degraded since the tracing information believed to be responsible for the increase in prominence would be perturbed, while at the same time the relative amplitudes of the harmonics would remain the same. This research will be reported in a subsequent paper (Marin and 3A comparison by unpaired, two-tailed t tests of the 48 means for each vowel judgment between musically trained and untrained subjects yielded only two statistically significant comparisons, which can be attributed to chance. Therefore, it is concluded that there is no difference between the two groups. A possible criticism of the method would question whether subjects could make unbiased judgments, if they guessed that/a/,/i/, and /o/were actually always present. Since one subject was the experimenter, who knew that this was the case, we can examine his data in relation to the means and standard deviations of the group. Only 30 of the 144 judgments had absolute z scores greater than I. No absolute z scores were greater than 2. Of these 30, one-half were positive and the other half were negative, indicating there was no tendency for the prominence judgments to be higher as a result of the prior knowledge of the stimulus set.
